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Cleaning Services



RomecÕs 2,500 strong team of

cleaning professionals clean the

Royal Mail Group estate from top

to bottom every working day.

Often in and out before anyone

else has turned up for work, itÕs 

a huge task. In fact we clean an

area equivalent to the M1

motorway from Leeds to London

(thatÕs 3.4 million sq m of three

lane carriageway) Ð every day. 

As well as the usual cleaning

tasks, Romec also provides a

host of other services to Royal

Mail, including resetting clocks

for British Summer Time and

Daylight Saving Time, 

Delivering sparkling performance

Romec...
a fresh
approach
to cleaning
Clean living

Romec Cleaning Services has been helping keep Royal MailÕs

vast property estate spick and span for almost 15 years.

ThatÕs around 2,500 properties in all ranging from small rural

delivery offices and Post Office outlets, to large operational

mail centres, urban sorting offices, administration buildings

and Royal MailÕs flagship HQ building in central London.

During this time Romec has built up a vast wealth of

experience and expertise in cleaning some of the most

demanding environments. It has also developed a UK-wide

workforce of more than 2,500 directly employed cleaning

professionals, providing a true, nationwide service in urban

and rural areas alike. 

New kids on the cleaning block

From being an internal supplier of cleaning services, Romec

became a limited company in 2002; jointly owned by Royal

Mail Group and Haden Building Management, the facilities

management arm of Balfour Beatty Group plc. 

Since then Romec Cleaning Services has been reshaping itself

to become a new name in the cleaning industry.

Organisations such as Standard Life Healthcare, Cattles plc

and the BBC are already benefiting from RomecÕs fresh

approach to cleaning. 

Here we explain some of the reasons that make Romec a new

force in UK cleaning. To find out more about how Romec

Cleaning Services can help polish your performance, call us

on 0845 600 3553 or visit our website at www.romec.com


